How safe are you
on Europe’s roads?
This map shows the changing risk of death and
serious injury that road-users face across Europe’s
major road network.

ICELAND
Risk Mapping will

Your risk can change greatly as you turn from one road

begin in 2007

section onto another. Even within the same country,
you can be over 10 times more likely to die on some
main roads than others.
By choosing a 4-star route, wearing a seat belt and
driving at a safe speed you can be 20 to 30 times safer.

For more information visit www.eurorap.org

FINLAND

NORWAY

SWEDEN

The lowest risk roads in Europe are a new type of 4-star single
carriageway found in Iceland, Ireland and Sweden.
The 2+1 layout consists of two lanes in one direction of travel
and one lane in the opposite direction, alternating at intervals of
approximately 2km. Traffic streams are separated by a safety
barrier, preventing overtaking on one-lane sections.

DENMARK
Feasibility studies
are planned to
begin in 2007

German data holders have so far been able
to provide information on injuries for 1
year only, for motorways only, and without
distinguishing fatal and serious injuries
from minor injuries. The mapping in Germany
therefore provides a preliminary estimate
only of the varying risk on motorways.

IRELAND

GERMANY

GREAT BRITAIN

POLAND

NETHERLANDS

Feasibility studies
are planned to
begin in 2007

STAR RATING ROADS FOR SAFETY
EuroNCAP tests new cars and star rates
the protection they give to occupants and
pedestrians in the event of a crash. The Star
Rating map shown here for Germany illustrates
the EuroRAP equivalent for roads. As with
EuroNCAP, Star Rating maps do not say how
likely a driver is to be involved in an accident.

BELGIUM
Feasibility work has shown
that EuroRAP Risk Mapping
can be carried out in 2007

People die on European roads in 4 main ways head-on crashes; running off the road and hitting
obstacles like lampposts and trees; brutal side
impacts at junctions; and being hit as pedestrians
or cyclists. EuroRAP inspects the road and scores

CZECH REPUBLIC

the protection from each of the main crash types
that kill. The majority of road deaths in Europe are
on single carriageways.

SLOVAKIA

The map shown here gives the latest results for

Risk Mapping will be

Germany where only 70% of motorways give 4star protection – but run-off deaths would halve

completed by the
end of 2007

if protection for this crash type were raised from
a 3-star to a 4-star standard. Among single
carriageways over 60% of federal state roads

Feasibility work has shown
that EuroRAP Risk Mapping

have just 2-star protection.

can be carried out in 2007

The information provided by French data
holders to EuroRAP is not in a form which

With so much to do to raise protection standards, leading road engineers want the Star Rating system to
help them target where improved protection is most urgently needed. A new extended Star Rating is now

AUSTRIA

permits independent evaluation and
international comparison.

being piloted in Europe after successful trials in Australia - this will help show both where the likelihood of
crashes is high and the protection is poor.
Star Rating maps have also been produced, or are currently being developed, in Great Britain, Iceland, Ireland,
Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland.

HUNGARY

SWITZERLAND
Regional maps have been produced for
Catalonia, the Basque Country and Navarre.
National accident density maps are produced
alongside risk maps to explain the connection

FRANCE

SLOVENIA
CROATIA

between high traffic flows and high accident
numbers, and how results based on these maps
are used by road administrations to set priorities
for action for road safety improvements.

Feasibility studies
are planned to
begin in 2007

Feasibility studies
are planned to
begin in 2007

ITALY

Feasibility studies
in Bulgaria are
planned to begin
in 2007
DIFFERENT MAPPING FOR DIFFERENT NEEDS
- CRASH DENSITY
The risks shown on the map for Italy illustrate
how EuroRAP prepares different types of map for
Feasibility studies
are planned to

different needs. This map is prepared for safety
engineers and shows where crashes take place
– or the crash density.

PORTUGAL

begin in 2007

Unlike the main map, this does not show your risk

SPAIN

of being killed - it takes no account of whether
200,000 people a day or 200 a day are at risk on
the road.
While your chance of dying on a typical European
motorway is a quarter of that on a typical single
carriageway, busy motorways still have too many
fatal crashes.
So it makes sense to invest in the highest crash
protection standards possible on Europe’s
premier trade route network, the Trans European
Road Network. EuroRAP says we should expect
this network to be brought up to 4-star standard
everywhere without delay.
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Mapping for Belgium is based on fatal and serious accidents (F&S) on national roads in Wallonia and Flanders (1999-2001); Great Britain is based on F&S
on motorways and main roads (2002-2004); Republic of Ireland is based on all injury accidents on national roads (1998-2002); Northern Ireland is based
on F&S on motorways and A class roads (1998-2002); Netherlands is based on F&S on national roads (2002-2005); Spain is based on F&S on motorways,
expressways and national roads (2001-2003); Sweden is based on F&S on national roads (2003-2005); Switzerland is based on F&S on motorways and
major roads (1997-2002). A statistical adjustment ensures that results are comparable. Austria is based on F&S on motorways (2000-2003). Italy is based
on all injury accidents on motorways and national roads (2002-2004). Germany is based on all accidents on the motorway network for the year 2002 only.
No statistical adjustment has been made to results for Austria, Italy and Germany to enable comparisons with other European countries.

EuroRAP is financially supported by the European Commission, the FIA Foundation for the Automobile and Society,
Toyota Motor Europe, and the Association Constructeurs Européen des Automobiles.
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